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Tinder’s Swipe Night® Experience Returns with a Mystery to Solve and
More Ways to Match
Available globally on November 7th at 6pm, only on Tinder
Los Angeles, Calif. - Nov 1, 2021 - On November 7th at 6pm, the Emmy-nominated Swipe Night experience
returns with a new storyline that invites Tinder members to join a group of friends on a birthday weekend
getaway where something goes terribly wrong. As a first-person story, Swipe Night: Killer Weekend puts Tinder
members in the heart of the episode, where even they become a suspect. Tinder members in 25 global
markets will be able to find Swipe Night in the newly launched Explore, where it will run for three consecutive
weeks.

Like the inaugural Swipe Night, participants will use Tinder’s iconic Swipe feature to choose how the story
unfolds. Each episode requires members to make 10+ choices, and each of these decisions will take them down
a different path within the experience, exposing them to unique clues or spaces to investigate as they get one
step closer to cracking the case.
At the end of each week, participants will be asked to choose their suspect and then can be paired in Fast Chat
with someone who chose a different suspect. There, members will be able to talk about the scenes they saw,
analyze clues they didn’t get to see and solve the mystery together. Building on the interactivity of the first
installment, during the Swipe Night experience members will be able to search rooms within the house and
investigate objects that reveal additional clues.
Your browser does not support the video tag.
“Swipe Night was our first big experiment to see if members wanted to do something more than Swipe, and the
answer was resoundingly ‘yes,” said Kyle Miller VP, of Product. “The evolution of Swipe Night, and experiences
more broadly on Tinder, allow members to have a fun, low pressure way to break the ice. We decided on the
mystery genre, because it’s a conversation catalyst and a unique opportunity for members to get to know their
match by working together to solve the crime.”
The first Swipe Night was experienced by 20 million members who saw a 26% increase in matches*. Interest in
true crime is at an all time high on Tinder, bios mentioning the genre have increased by 20% since the
beginning of the year and more than 30k Tinder members are looking for their “partner in crime” in bios. Swipe
Night: Killer Weekend starts November 7th at 6 p.m. in members’ local markets. The “Fast Chat” experience will
be available on Sundays from 6 p.m. through midnight, but members can continue to replay the experience and

make different choices throughout November and beyond. Swipe Night: Killer Weekend is directed by Sasie
Sealy and led by a cast of up-and-coming Gen Z talent, produced in partnership with 72andSunny.
*26% increase in matches compared to a typical Sunday night
About Tinder:
Tinder was introduced on a college campus in 2012 and is the world’s most popular app for meeting new
people. Available in 190 countries and 40+ languages, Tinder is the highest grossing non-gaming app globally.
It’s been downloaded more than 450 million times and led to more than 60 billion matches.
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